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Atomic and molecular hydrogen interacting with Pt „111…
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E. J. Baerends
Theoretische Chemie, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 13 July 1999; accepted 27 September 1999!

This computational study is motivated by the apparent conflict between an experiment on
dissociation of H2 and D2 on Pt~111!, which suggests a rather corrugated potential energy surface
~PES! for the H2/Pt~111! system, and an experiment showing only weak nonzero-order diffraction
of HD scattering from Pt~111!. In the calculations we have used density functional theory~DFT!
within the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!, including scalar relativistic effects and
modelling the Pt~111! surface as a slab. We have found that the H2/Pt~111! PES is both energetically
and geometrically corrugated. We have also found that there are reaction paths without or with very
low barriers leading to dissociation of H2 on the Pt~111! surface, but that there are other reaction
paths with substantial barriers. By performing extensive calculations on H interacting with a Pt~111!
surface we have shown that a DFT/GGA approach that includes scalar relativistic effects is capable
of describing the interaction between a hydrogen atom and a Pt~111! surface in a way that is, for the
most part, consistent with experiments. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!70648-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the central role of Pt as a catalyst in hydroge
tion reactions, the interaction of hydrogen with Pt surfac
has over the last three decades been investigated in a
number of studies. Of particular interest to our present st
are the issues addressed in three papers.

By scattering a beam of molecular HD from Pt~111!
Cowin et al.1 found large probabilities for rotationally inelas
tic scattering. In contrast, they observed only weak nonze
order diffraction@as mentioned by Cowinet al. this is similar
to that found previously for H21Ag~111!;2 the observed ra-
tio of nonzero-order diffraction to specular scattering w
much smaller than for the corrugated H21LiF~001! system3#.
This lead the authors to conclude that the HD/Pt~111! PES is
only weakly corrugated. On the other hand, Luntzet al.4

found that the initial sticking coefficient does not scale w
the normal component of the incidence energy when dis
ciating H2 or D2 on Pt~111!. Momentum parallel to the sur
face was found to inhibit dissociation. The sensitivity to p
allel momentum suggests that the PES is rather corruga
seemingly in conflict with the results of Cowinet al.

In a theoretical study by Darling and Holloway5 two
types of corrugation were investigated; energetic and g
metric. On an energetically corrugated PES the barrier he
varies across the surface unit cell, but the distance to
surface at which the barrier is located is constant. A g
metrically corrugated PES has a barrier height that is c
stant across the surface unit cell, but the distance to the
face at which the barrier is located is varied. Darling a
Holloway showed that momentum parallel to the surface
hibits dissociation in the case that the PES is energetic
11150021-9606/99/111(24)/11155/9/$15.00
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corrugated.~A later analysis by Gross6 confirmed their re-
sults for normal collision energies ranging from the min
mum to the average barrier height in the PES, but show
that parallel momentum actually increases dissociation
higher normal collision energies, and for normal collisio
energies in the tunneling regime.! In the dynamics calcula-
tions the energetically corrugated PES gave rise to stron
diffraction than seen in the experiments of Cowinet al.
However, Darling and Holloway claimed that the PES cou
be manipulated to produce a weak corrugation in the l
energy regime covered by the diffraction experiment~and
thus less diffraction!, but a strong corrugation overall. To b
able to construct a realistic PES more information from e
periments or theoretical calculations was called for.

A main goal of this paper is therefore to investigate t
corrugation of the H2/Pt~111! PES. For this purpose we us
DFT within the GGA, including scalar relativistic effects an
modelling the Pt~111! surface as a slab. Six-dimension
quantum dynamics calculations employing a DFT/GGA P
have shown that DFT at the GGA level gives a good desc
tion of reaction barrier heights for dissociative chemisorpt
in the H2/Pd~100!,7 H2/Cu~100!,8 and H2/Cu~111!9 systems.
Nevertheless, before we investigate the H2/Pt~111! PES we
check whether DFT can describe the interaction of hydro
with Pt surfaces accurately, by performing extensive cal
lations on atomic hydrogen interacting with a Pt~111! surface
at the local density approximation~LDA ! and GGA levels
and at different levels of relativistic approximations. For t
same reason we also perform Pt bulk calculations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a sh
presentation of the methods we have employed is given.
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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results of our calculations are given in Sec. III. Our conc
sions are given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The electronic structure calculations presented in
study were performed usingBAND.10–12 In the program the
Kohn–Sham equations13,14 are solved self-consistently for
periodic system. Full three dimensional translational symm
try is used for bulk calculations, whereas a surface is m
elled by a slab with translational symmetry in two direction
A flexible basis set of numerical atomic orbitals~NAOs! ob-
tained from numerical Herman–Skillman-type ca
culations,15 Slater-type orbitals~STOs!, or a combination of
both are used in the expansion of the one-electron states
frozen core approximation can be used for the core elect
of the heavier atoms avoiding the use of pseudopotent
An accurate Gauss-type numerical integration scheme12 is
used to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian,
thek-space integration can be done accurately using the
dratic tetrahedron method.16

The exchange–correlation energy in the LDA is calc
lated using the Vosko–Wilk–Nusair formulas.17 In this study
we also report results for two GGAs. The first combines
Becke correction18 for the exchange energy with the Perde
correction19 for the correlation energy~BP!, and the second
is the gradient-corrected functional of Perdewet al.20,21 ~PW
GGA-II, which we will label PW for brevity!. The gradient
corrections are calculated from the self-consistent LDA d
sity, which has been shown to be an excellent approxima
to the binding energies calculated from the self-consis
nonlocal densities.22 Both scalar relativistic and spin–orb
corrections are calculated using the zeroth-order regular
proximation~ZORA!.23–25

TABLE I. The basis sets used in the Pt bulk calculations. A NAO is
numerical atomic orbital obtained from a Herman–Skillman type calcula
~Ref. 15!. An STO is a Slater-type orbital with the given exponents~using
units ofa0

21). A frozen core approximation has been used for 4f and lower
lying orbitals.

5d 6s 6p 5f

NAO yes yes no no
STO 4.95, 1.65 2.65, 1.10 2.50, 1.25 2.00
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III. RESULTS

A. Pt bulk

The basis set given in Table I, which gives results ve
close to the basis set limit, was used for the calculation of
lattice constant, the bulk modulus, and the cohesive ene
Since only one Pt atom is needed in the fcc unit cell
perform these calculations a high accuracy with respec
the numerical integration can be obtained easily. With o
chosen settings the error is less than 0.03 eV.

The formation energies have been calculated for 12
ferent lattice constants. The lattice constants are equ
spaced and cover a 20% variation around the experime
value. Fitting the 12 values to Murnaghan’s equation
state26 gives us the theoretical lattice constant, the cohes
energy, and the bulk modulus for the three functionals. Th
sets of calculations with 12 points each have been p
formed. One set is for the nonrelativistic limit, the second
includes scalar relativistic corrections, and the third set
cludes scalar relativistic and spin–orbit effects. The res
are given in Table II. The values we obtain for the latti
constant using the LDA and PW functionals including sca
relativistic effects agree well with the values obtained w
the same functionals in Refs. 30, 31, and 32. The agreem
for the bulk modulus is also satisfactory.

From Table II we see that the nonrelativistic results
the lattice constant and the bulk modulus are in poor ag
ment with experiments. Strong relativistic bond contracti
and bond stiffening have been found for Au and
compounds,33 and our results for Pt bulk confirm this. Th
difference between the scalar relativistic and scalar relati
tic plus spin–orbit results is seen to be almost negligible. T
best agreement with the experimental lattice constant
bulk modulus is obtained using the LDA functional at th
scalar relativistic or scalar relativistic plus spin–orbit lev
but the two GGAs also show reasonable agreement with
experimental values at these levels of relativistic approxim
tions.

The cohesive energy increases by 0.8–1.1 eV when
ing from the nonrelativistic level to the scalar relativist
level. Including additional spin–orbit effects lowers the c
hesive energy by about 0.25 eV. The nonrelativistic BP a
PW results are more than 1 eV too low when compared
the experimental value. The nonrelativistic LDA result f

n

for the
TABLE II. The cohesive energy (Ecoh), lattice constant (alat), and bulk modulus (B0) for Pt from experiments
and different levels of theory. The values for the local density approximation~LDA ! and two generalized
gradient approximations~BP and PW! are given at the non-relativistic level~nr!, the level including scalar
relativistic corrections~sr!, and the level including scalar relativistic and spin–orbit effects~so!. The atomic
reference energies are obtained according to Ref. 27 for the nr and sr results, and according to Ref. 28
so results.

Experimenta

Ecoh @eV/atom#
5.85

alat @a0#
7.41

B0 @Mbar#
2.78

nr sr so nr sr so nr sr so

LDA 5.98 7.10 6.85 7.69 7.36 7.37 1.81 2.98 3.09
BP 4.49 5.33 5.06 7.93 7.53 7.54 1.28 2.32 2.30
PW 4.67 5.57 5.30 7.91 7.52 7.52 1.31 2.37 2.36

aFrom Ref. 29.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the cohesive energy is the one that comes the closest to
experimental value, but this must be considered fortuito
the well-known LDA overbinding compensating for the u
derbinding at the nonrelativistic level. For the calculatio
including scalar relativistic or scalar relativistic plus spin
orbit effects it is seen that the LDA overestimates the co
sive energy, whereas the two GGAs gives values that are
low compared to the experimental value. The underesti
tion of the cohesive energy at the GGA level has also b
reported for other sixth row elements.34

FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of the Pt~111! surface, indicating the top, the bridg
~brg!, the fcc threefold hollow, and the hcp threefold hollow site toget
with the two different surface unit cells used in the slab calculations. A
shown is the azimuthal anglef, which is the angle the hydrogen molecul
bond axis form with thê110& direction, and a possible diffusion path goin
from one fcc site to another via two bridge sites and one hcp site.~b! The 12
adsorption sites used in the calculations on the 232 and 131 surface unit
cells are shown.
loaded 16 Apr 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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B. H on Pt „111…

We have determined the adsorption energy, the ads
tion height above the surface, and the vibrational freque
normal to the surface for H adsorbing at different surfa
sites. For this purpose we have employed a three layer
with a 232 surface unit cell as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. To
investigate the effect the coverage has on these propertie
have also performed calculations using a 131 surface unit
cell. By performing test calculations for four different ad
sorption sites the numerical accuracy of the real space i
gration has been verified to be within 0.01 eV. For the 232
surface unit cell 15 points in the irreducible wedge of t
surface Brillouin zone has been used for thek-space integra-
tion giving an accuracy of about 0.02 eV when comparing
more accurate calculations. With 28 points in the irreduci
wedge of the surface Brillouin zone thek-space integration
for the 131 surface unit cell is accurate to about 0.03 e
The basis set labeled 2 in Table III has been used to calcu
the adsorption energy, the adsorption height, and the vi
tional frequency. The basis set labeled 1 has been used to
the convergence with respect to the basis set. The adsorp
energy changes by less than 0.02 eV when going from b
set 1 to 2 for four different adsorption sites. All in all th
adsorption energies should be converged to within 0.05
of the LDA and GGA limits for H adsorbing on a three lay
Pt~111! slab. Changing the number of layers from three
five changes the adsorption energy by less than 0.05 e
result that is similar to what has been reported for
H/Pd~111! system.35 The experimental Pt bulk lattice con
stant,alat57.41a0,29 has been used for the slab.

The adsorption energies, equilibrium heights, and vib
tional frequencies normal to the surface have been calcul
for the 12 adsorption sites given in Fig. 1~b! using the 232
surface unit cell corresponding to a coverageQ50.25. The
zero of the energy scale is set to the bottom of the2
gas phase potential, i.e.,Ead~H on Pt!52@De~H–Pt!2De

~H2)/2#. Thus, negative adsorption energies correspond
the adsorbed hydrogen atom being energetically stable
respect to the free hydrogen molecule. No zero point ene
effects have been included in the adsorption energy. Figu
shows the results including scalar relativistic effects. T
results for the top, fcc, hcp, and bridge sites are also give

r
o

om a
TABLE III. The basis sets used in the slab calculations. A NAO is a numerical atomic orbital obtained fr
Herman–Skillman-type calculation~Ref. 15!. An STO is a Slater-type orbital with the given exponents~using
units ofa0

21). For the Pt basis set labeled 1 a frozen core approximation has been used for 4d and lower lying
orbitals. The Pt basis set labeled 2 has a 4f frozen core.

Pt 5s 5p 4f 5d 6s 6p 5f

1 NAO yes yes yes yes yes no no
STO no no no 4.95, 1.65 2.65, 1.10 2.50, 1.25 2.00

2 NAO no no no yes yes no no
STO no no no 1.8 2.1 2.1 no

H 1s 2p 3d
1 NAO yes no no

STO 1.58, 0.69 1.25 2.5
2 NAO yes no no

STO 1.58 1.0 no
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Table IV. We find that the magnitude of the adsorption e
ergy is the largest for the top site for all three functiona
with the fcc site being a local minimum which is 0.01 e
0.12 eV, and 0.11 eV less stable for the LDA, BP, and P
functionals, respectively. For the LDA the zero point ener
associated with motion normal to the surface is 0.06

FIG. 2. The adsorption energy per H atom~a!, equilibrium height above the
surface~b!, and vibrational frequency normal to the surface~c! are shown
for the 12 adsorption sites given in Fig. 1~b!. The top site corresponds t
x50a0 andx59.075a0. The zero of the energy scale is set to the bottom
the H2 gas phase potential, and no zero point energy effects have
included. The results include scalar relativistic effects.
loaded 16 Apr 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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higher at the top site than at the fcc site, thus the LD
predicts the fcc site to be the most stable adsorption site.
difference in the zero point energies between the top and
sites is also 0.06 eV at the BP and PW levels, but this is
enough to stabilize the fcc site compared to the top s
However, it is important to note that the differences in t
adsorption energies are very small, in the order of the
merical precision of our calculations. It is therefore difficu
to reach a conclusion on the preferred adsorption site ba
on the energetics alone. But a conclusion thatcan be drawn
is that the variation in the adsorption energy across the
face unit cell is small. Next we compare the absolute value
the adsorption energy to experiments. Apart from the va
of 20.2360.01 eV reported in Ref. 36, the experiment
results for the adsorption energy lie between20.30 and
20.43 eV at low coverages.37–42 Thus we see that the LDA
clearly overestimates the interaction energy, whereas the
and PW results are in much better agreement with the
perimental values.

The experimental results for the adsorption height ab
the surface are 2.1960.06a0,41 1.34a0,43 1.3260.38a0,44

and 1.1060.08a0.45 In Fig. 2~b! and Table IV it is shown
that BP and PW predict almost identical adsorption heig
while LDA gives marginally lower values. The adsorptio
height for the top site clearly falls outside the range of e
perimental values. In Fig. 3 the equilibrium distance to t

f
en

FIG. 3. The equilibrium distance to the nearest Pt atom as computed a
BP level is shown for the 12 adsorption sites given in Fig. 1~b!. The top site
corresponds tox50a0 andx59.075a0. The results include scalar relativisti
effects.
e
the
been
TABLE IV. The adsorption energy (Ead), equilibrium height above the surface (zeq), and vibrational frequency

normal to the surface (ñ') are given for four adsorption sites, and for the local density approximation~LDA !
and two generalized gradient approximations~BP and PW!. The results include scalar relativistic effects. Th
232 surface unit cell corresponding to a coverageQ50.25 has been used in the calculations. The zero of
energy scale is set to the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential, and no zero point energy effects have
included.

Site

Ead @eV/H atom# zeq @a0# ñ' @cm21#

LDA BP PW LDA BP PW LDA BP PW

top 20.89 20.47 20.52 2.93 2.95 2.94 2218 2183 2185
fcc 20.88 20.35 20.41 1.83 1.87 1.87 1199 1184 1192
hcp 20.86 20.32 20.39 1.83 1.87 1.87 1210 1198 1197
brg 20.86 20.34 20.40 2.06 2.09 2.09 1351 1313 1325
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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nearest Pt atom is given at the BP level. The experime
H–Pt bond distance is 3.2–3.6a0 ~Refs. 41,43–45! and we
see that only the hcp, h1b, brg, f1b, and fcc sites have
H–Pt bond distance falling within this range.

Studies employing electron energy-loss spectroscopy43,46

and infrared reflection adsorption spectroscopy47 all report a
hydrogen vibrational band in the range 1230–1254 cm21,
even though they do not agree on the vibrational mode
which this vibrational band should be assigned. Our cal
lated vibrational frequencies normal to the surface are sh
in Fig. 2~c! and Table IV. The vibrational frequencies at th
threefold hollow sites come close to these experimental
ues; the frequency calculated for the top site falls far outs
the range of experimental values.

The experimentalists have found that the magnitude
the adsorption energy decreases with increas
coverage.36,38–40In Fig. 4 and from comparison of the scal
relativistic results in Tables IV and V we see that our calc
lations show the same trend. For all adsorption sites con
ered here the adsorption energy at a monolayer cover
Q51.0, is about 0.1 eV per H atom less stable than
adsorption energy at a coverage ofQ50.25.

From Fig. 2~a! ~and the results forQ50.25 given at the
BP level in Fig. 4! we see that a hydrogen atom moving fro
one top site to another encounters a barrier of about 0.17

FIG. 4. The adsorption energy computed at the BP level is shown for th
adsorption sites given in Fig. 1~b! for monolayer coverage,Q51.0, and for
Q50.25. The zero of the energy scale is set to the bottom of the H2 gas
phase potential, and no zero point energy effects have been included.
loaded 16 Apr 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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at the BP and PW levels, at the LDA level the barrier
about 0.10 eV. A hydrogen atom moving from one fcc site
another via two bridge sites and one hcp site@see Fig. 1~a!#
sees a very small barrier of about 0.03 eV at all the th
levels of DFT approximations. An experimental value for t
barrier to diffusion along the surface of 0.15 eV per H ato
was given in Ref. 48. In a more recent study the barrier
diffusion from one fcc site to another was measured to be
65 meV,49 bringing experiment and theory closer togeth
Finally, additional calculations show that hydrogen placed
the octahedral subsurface site is unstable by 0.86 eV pe
atom compared to the bottom of the H2 gas phase potentia
~at the BP level,Q50.25, and no relaxations included!. Thus
we find no support for the suggestion of early results50 that H
would penetrate subsurface. Our finding is in agreement w
the results of many later studies.38,45,51–54

We have also investigated the importance of relativis
effects for the H/Pt~111! system. In Table V results are give
for the top and fcc sites, for~i! the nonrelativistic level,~ii !
the level including scalar relativistic effects, and~iii ! the
level including scalar relativistic and spin–orbit effects, a
coverage ofQ51.0. We see that at the nonrelativistic lev
the fcc site is clearly preferred above the top site, but
LDA, BP, and PW adsorption energies all lie outside t
experimental range of20.3 to 20.43 eV ~taking into ac-
count that the adsorption energy is about 0.1 eV smalle
magnitude at monolayer coverage than at a coverage
Q50.25!. Results of calculations including scalar relativist
or scalar relativistic plus spin–orbit effects and performed
the GGA level show the top site to be preferred over the
site, in contrast to the nonrelativistic results. This result
similar to the change of site preference observed in calc
tions on CO adsorbing on Pt~111!.25 At the nonrelativistic
level CO adsorbed in the hollow site, but when includi
scalar relativistic or scalar relativistic plus spin–orbit effec
the top site was the preferred adsorption site. Note howe
that the fcc site is the most stable site when scalar relativi
and spin–orbit effects are included if the calculation
H/Pt~111! is performed at the LDA level. Comparing to ex
periment we see that the LDA results including scalar re
tivistic and spin–orbit effects still overestimate the intera

2

el
it
-
gy
TABLE V. The adsorption energy (Ead), equilibrium height above the surface (zeq), and vibrational frequency

normal to the surface (ñ') are given for the top and fcc sites, and for the local density approximation~LDA !
and two generalized gradient approximations~BP and PW!. The results are given at the nonrelativistic lev
~nr!, the level including scalar relativistic effects~sr!, and the level including scalar relativistic and spin–orb
effects~so!. The 131 surface unit cell, which corresponds to a coverageQ51.0, has been used in the calcu
lations. The zero of the energy scale is set to the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential, and no zero point ener
effects have been included.

Site Level

Ead @eV/H atom# zeq @a0# ñ' @cm21#

LDA BP PW LDA BP PW LDA BP PW

top nr 20.20 0.24 0.19 3.03 3.05 3.05 2025 1965 1963
sr 20.80 20.37 20.42 2.92 2.94 2.94 2304 2259 2259
so 20.71 20.29 20.34 2.94 2.95 2.95 2263 2234 2234

fcc nr 20.58 20.03 20.09 1.87 1.91 1.91 1163 1157 1162
sr 20.81 20.27 20.33 1.81 1.84 1.84 1186 1184 1189
so 20.75 20.21 20.27 1.80 1.84 1.84 1199 1194 1197
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tion energy, but the BP and PW results lie within the ran
of the experimental values~also when taking into accoun
that the adsorption energy is about 0.1 eV smaller in mag
tude at monolayer coverage than at a coverage ofQ50.25!.
Table V shows that the equilibrium height above the surf
and the vibrational frequency normal to the surface are
almost unchanged when going from the scalar relativistic
the scalar relativistic plus spin–orbit level. The magnitude
the adsorption energies decrease by less than 0.1 eV.

Summarizing the results in this section we see that
the LDA as well as the GGA level, our DFT results for th
adsorption height above the surface and the vibrational
quency normal to the surface are consistent with H occu
ing the fcc or the hcp site, in agreement wi
experiments.41,43,44,51The DFT results agree well with th
measured adsorption height, H–Pt bond distance and vi
tional frequency normal to the surface. As mentioned abo
different experimental and theoretical studies do not agree
the vibrational mode to which the frequencies in the ran
1230–1254 cm21 should be assigned. The DFT results p
sented here suggest that these vibrational frequencies
from a hydrogen atom vibrating normal to the surface,
odds with the conclusions in Refs. 43 and 46, but in agr
ment with Refs. 47 and 55. The decrease in the magnitud
the adsorption energy with increasing coverage seen
experiments36,38–40is also seen in our DFT calculations. An
finally, assuming that the barrier to diffusion that is me
sured pertains to a diffusion path going from one fcc site
another via two bridge sites and one hcp site@see Fig. 1~a!#,
our calculated diffusion barrier compares favorably to
experimental results of Ref. 49.

The LDA overestimates the interaction energies at
levels of relativistic approximations, but does agree with
periments on the fcc site being the preferred adsorption
The nonrelativistic results for the two GGAs give too sm
adsorption energies and the scalar relativistic results so
what too large adsorption energies. The calculated GGA
sorption energies including scalar relativistic and spin–o
effects fall within the range of experimental values. For e
ergetics alone the scalar relativistic and scalar relativi
plus spin-orbit levels indicate a preference for the top s
albeit small. However, we should keep in mind that the
ergy differences we are discussing are less than 0.1 eV
that we probably should not expect DFT to give perfe
agreement with experiments at this level of accuracy. W
evaluating the predictive force of DFT for a particular sy
tem, one should look at a range of properties of that syst
and not just focus on the energetics.

All in all this suggests that DFT at the BP or PW lev
including scalar relativistic or scalar relativistic plus spin
orbit effects is capable of providing a description of t
H/Pt~111! system that is, for the most part, consistent w
the experimental results for this system. At the scalar re
tivistic plus spin–orbit level the calculations become far t
expensive when we consider systems larger than Pt bul
hydrogen adsorbed on a Pt~111! slab with Q51.0, and this
level of theory offers no significant improvement over t
scalar relativistic level. Thus, the level of theory we will u
in the following section to describe the PES for t
loaded 16 Apr 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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H2/Pt~111! system is DFT at the BP or PW level includin
scalar relativistic effects.

C. H2 on Pt „111…

The calculations reported in this section have been c
ried out using a three layer slab with a 232 surface unit cell
as described in Sec. III B. The same integration parame
and basis set have also been employed and additional
vergence tests show the interaction energies to be accura
within 0.05 eV of the GGA limits for the H2/Pt~111! system.
As in the preceding section the experimental Pt bulk latt
constant,alat57.41a0,29 has been used for the slab.

To investigate the corrugation of the H2/Pt~111! PES we
have calculated 5 two-dimensional~2D! PESs. The two geo-
metric parameters that are varied areZ and r, the height of
the hydrogen molecule’s center of mass above the sur
and the hydrogen molecule’s bond distance, respectiv
Each 2D PES is based on between 50 and 60 calcul
points and fitted using bicubic splines. For each 2D PES
center of mass of the hydrogen molecule is kept fixed ab
the top, t2h, brg, fcc, and t2f sites, respectively~see Fig. 1!.
The reason for leaving out the hcp site is given below. T
molecular bond axis forms an angle with the surface norm
of u590 degrees and lies along the^112& direction @f590
degrees, see Fig. 1~a!#. The azimuthal anisotropy of the
H2/Pt~111! PES has been investigated by calculating two
ditional 2D PESs above the top and bridge sites withu590
degrees and the axis along the^110& direction @f50 de-
grees, see Fig. 1~a!#. In Fig. 5 contour plots of six of the
seven computed PESs are shown, and the position of
barrier and its height are given in Table VI.

From Table VI and Fig. 5 we see that the top site has
lowest barrier to dissociation. At the BP level it is about 0.
eV, independent of whether the molecule dissociates towa
two bridge sites@f590 degrees; see Fig. 5~a!# or towards a
fcc and a hcp site@f50 degrees; see Fig. 5~b!#, suggesting
that there is no or very little azimuthal anisotropy above
top site. At the PW level we find no barrier, in agreeme
with Refs. 56 and 57. The calculations show a small well
the entrance channel for the PW functional, about 0.04
below the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential, but since th
is in the range of the accuracy of our calculations we sho
be careful not to put too much trust in this result. For hyd
gen molecules dissociating towards fcc sites above the
site and hydrogen molecules dissociating towards hcp s
above the t2f site, the 2D PESs are very similar~we therefore
only show the t2f PES in Fig. 5!, the barriers being 0.19 an
0.20 eV at the BP level, respectively. Since the dissociat
above these two similar~t2f and t2h! sites to the hcp and fcc
sites occurs with almost the same barrier height, and bec
the adsorption energy, adsorption height above the surf
and vibrational frequency normal to the surface are all v
similar for H adsorbing at the fcc and hcp sites, we c
reasonably assume that the dissociation above the hcp
fcc sites will be very similar. For this reason, calculatio
were only performed for dissociation above the fcc site@Fig.
5~e!#, for which we obtain the highest barrier height~0.42 eV
at the BP level!. Dissociation towards a hcp and a fcc si
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Contour plots of the 2D PESs computed at the BP level are shown. The height of the hydrogen molecule’s center of mass above the surfac
by Z, the hydrogen molecule’s bond distance byr, and the angle the hydrogen bond axis forms with the^110& direction byf. All results are foru590 degrees.
The first contour line in the entrance channel is 0.1 eV and the contour spacing is 0.1 eV. The numbers within the contour plots are in eV and give
of the contour line~lines! that lies~lie! closest by. The energies are relative to the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential. The sites are shown in Fig. 1.
loaded 16 Apr 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VI. The position (Z andr ) and height (Eb) of the barrier to hydrogen dissociation are given at the
and PW level. The sites are shown in Fig. 1. All results are foru590 degrees. The angle the hydrogen bond a
forms with the^110& direction is denoted byf, the height of the hydrogen molecule’s center of mass above
surface byZ, and the hydrogen molecule’s bond distance byr. The energies are relative to the bottom of the H2

gas phase potential.

Site f @degrees#

BP PW

Z @a0# r @a0# Eb @eV# Z @a0# r @a0# Eb @eV#

top 90 4.25 1.46 0.06 4.33 1.46 20.02
t2h 90 3.52 1.52 0.19 3.58 1.51 0.11
brg 90 3.53 1.55 0.27 3.57 1.54 0.19
fcc 90 3.21 1.58 0.42 3.25 1.57 0.33
t2f 90 3.51 1.55 0.20 3.57 1.51 0.11
top 0 4.31 1.46 0.06 4.38 1.46 20.02
brg 0 3.14 1.55 0.40 3.18 1.55 0.31
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above a bridge site@Fig. 5~d!# also shows a large barrie
about 0.40 eV, while dissociation towards two top si
above a bridge site@Fig. 5~c!# is hindered by a barrier o
about 0.27 eV~both numbers given at the BP level!. This
indicates a weak azimuthal anisotropy above the bridge
From Table VI we see that the PW functional gives about
eV lower barriers for all 2D PESs considered here.

From Table VI and Fig. 5 we see that our calculatio
agree with experiments that there exist reaction paths w
out or with very low barriers leading to dissociation of H2 on
the Pt~111! surface.4,36,37,58,59Also in agreement with experi
ments, we find that there are also reaction paths with s
stantial barriers to dissociation, i.e., the dissociation ta
place over a distribution of barriers varying in magnitude.4,42

In Ref. 4 the sticking coefficient was found to be indepe
dent of the initial vibrational state of the incident molecu
indicating that the barriers are located in the entrance ch
nel, and from Fig. 5 we see that our results agree with
conclusion.

The suggestion of Darling and Holloway5 that the
H2/Pt~111! PES is mainly energetically corrugated is n
supported by our results in Table VI and Fig. 5. In th
calculations Darling and Holloway use the term geome
cally corrugated for a PES where the distance to the sur
at which the barrier is located varies with 0.5a0 across the
surface unit cell. In our calculations at the BP level the d
tance to the surface at which the barrier is located va
from 3.21a0 ~above the fcc site! to 4.25a0 ~above the top
site! for f590 degrees. Thus, we find the H2/Pt~111! PES
also to be geometrically corrugated. Whether a PES with
combination of energetic and geometric corrugation will g
rise to only weak nonzero-order diffraction of HD as seen
Ref. 1 will be investigated by dynamics calculations.60

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A main goal of this paper has been to investigate
corrugation of the H2/Pt~111! potential energy surface~PES!.
We have used density functional theory~DFT! within the
generalized gradient approximation~GGA!, including scalar
relativistic effects, and modelling the Pt~111! surface as a
slab. We found that the H2/Pt~111! PES is both energetically
and geometrically corrugated. Thus, our results do not s
port the suggestions based on the theoretical calculation
to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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Darling and Holloway5 that the H2/Pt~111! is mainly ener-
getically corrugated. But our results are in agreement w
the experimental results of Luntzet al.4 on dissociation of
H2 or D2 on Pt~111! that suggest a rather corrugated PE
The experimental results of Cowinet al.1 seeing only weak
nonzero-order diffraction of HD scattering from Pt~111! re-
main unexplained, but this issue will be addressed in
future60 with the help of quantum mechanical wave pack
calculations employing a DFT/GGA PES which is based
the results presented here.

In agreement with experiments on H2 1 Pt~111!, we
found that there are reaction paths without or with very lo
barriers as well as reaction paths with substantial barrier
dissociation, i.e., the dissociation takes place over a distr
tion of barriers varying in magnitude. Also in agreeme
with experiments, we found that the barriers are located
the entrance channel. Furthermore, our results show
H2/Pt~111! PES to have no or very little azimuthal aniso
ropy above the top site. Above the bridge site the PES sh
a weak azimuthal anisotropy. We also find that t
Becke–Perdew18,19 ~BP! GGA gives barriers to dissociatio
which are about 0.1 eV higher than the Perdew–Wang20,21

~PW! GGA for this system.
To investigate whether DFT can accurately describe

interaction of hydrogen with Pt surfaces we have perform
extensive calculations on H interacting with a Pt~111! sur-
face at the local density approximation~LDA !, BP and PW
levels. All three levels of theory agree well with the me
sured adsorption height, H–Pt bond distance and vibratio
frequency normal to the surface, and these results sug
that the fcc or hcp site is the site H occupies, in agreem
with experiments. When considering the energetics we s
that the LDA overestimates the adsorption energies,
gives the right preference for adsorption site—the threef
hollow sites. The two GGAs give reasonable agreement
the adsorption energies, but suggest the top site to be slig
preferred compared to the threefold hollow sites. Howev
the differences in the adsorption energies are very small,
it is therefore difficult to reach a conclusion on the preferr
adsorption site based on the energetics alone. As expe
we found scalar relativistic effects to be important, where
including additional spin–orbit interaction changed the a
sorption energies by less than 0.1 eV. All in all these res
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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suggest that DFT at the BP or PW level including sca
relativistic effects is capable of describing the interaction
tween a hydrogen atom and a Pt~111! surface in a way tha
is, for the most part, consistent with experiments.
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